MAURICE WILKES AWARD

Call for Nominations

The recipient will be selected

“For an outstanding contribution to computer architecture made by an individual whose computer-related professional career (graduate school or full-time employment) began no earlier than 20 years prior to the time of nomination.”

The recipient of the Award will receive a $2,500 prize and will be invited to ISCA to receive the Award.

Please send your nominations before March 1, 1999 to a member of the SIGARCH Awards Committee:

Alan Berenbaum (Chair)  Mary-Jane Irwin  David Patterson
Bell Labs, Lucent Technologies  Department of CSE  Department of EECS
Room 2C-525  Penn State University  Computer Science Division
600 Mountain Avenue  220 Pond Lab  University of California
Murray Hill, NJ 07974  University Park, PA 16802  Berkeley, Ca 94720
adb@bell-labs.com  mji@cs.psu.edu  pattrsn@cs.berkeley.edu

The nominator should ensure that the candidate is eligible for the Award ¹, then write a 1 - 2 page description of why the candidate is worthy of the Wilkes Award, including (if possible) a URL pointing to the WWW home page of the candidate.

¹A nominee must have started graduate school in computer science and engineering no earlier than 1979 or, if the candidate does not have an advanced degree in computer science and engineering, must have begun working in the computer field no earlier than 1979.